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sSpecifically, they should adopt
an immediate, mutual freeze on
The United States and the all further testing, production
Soviet Union should immedi-
ately
and deployment of nuclear
and. jointly stop the weapons and of missiles...
nuclear arms race... - The Call to Halt the Nuclear
Arms Race. Nuclear, Freeze
PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
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Pro-Choic- e Group Activates
Awareness of Life Concerns
by Kevin Grubb
The right of women to decide for
themselves what will happen to
their bodies is an issue currently
being addressed by the College's
newly formed Pro-Choic- e
organization, spearheaded by
freshman Leslie Andelson.
Andelson stresses that Pro-Choic- e,
contrary to opinion, is not
synonymous with Pro-Abortio- n.
"We should have the right to our
own bodies," Andelson stated,
"and that's what this group
supports."
The organization was formed
earlier this quarter with assistance
from the National Abortion Rights
Action League. NARAL has
sponsored the group, which"
Andelson-hope- s will be chartered
by them soon. Currently, Pro-Choic- e
is attracting people from
Planned - Parenthood, Every
Woman's House and townspeople
from Wooster. The first meeting
was held Feb. 12 in Lowry Center
during which Andelson gave an
Impact '80 speech. The speech
emphasized the importance of.
.
individuals, especially-wome- n, to
act now in preserving their basic
human rights." v
"The Reagan administration has
attracted ' many anti-choic- e
groups," Andelson commented.
"They are hassling Senators with
(anti-abortio- n) letters. We're in
danger right now." One of the
primary "dangers" Andelson feels
affects women most immediately
.is the imposition of the Church's
morality on state and federal
legislation governing --what a
woman can and cannot do with,
her body. "Manyjchurches are
attempting to legislate their
morality on us. Our group is
seeking to 'legislate morality."
(One of Pro-Choice'- s right-to-decid- e
"hymns' is: "Two-Four-Six-Eigh- t,
Separate Church and.
State!")
- Albeit Pro-Choic- e is not
concerned solely with abortion,
the organization does maintain a
firm pro abortion platform.
The following are the extended
examination period: March 7 - 17, 1981.
General Library
. Hours -
Sat. (Mar. 7)
Sun. (Mar. 8)
Mon. (Mar. 9)
Tues. (Mar. 10)
Wed. (Mar. 11)
Thurs. (Mar. 12)
FrL (Mar. 13)
Sat. (Mar. 14)
Sun. (Mar. 15)
Mon. (Mar. 16)
- 8am - 12 midnight
1 pm - 1 arn --
8 am - 1 am
8 am - 1 am
8 am - 1 am "
8 am - 1-a- m
- 8 am - 1 am
8 am - 1 am
1 pm" - 1 am
S am - 1 am
8 am - 5 pmTues. (Mar. 17)
Andrews Library Vacation Hours
are as follows:
'-
-
.
OPEN: 8 am - 5 pm
Wed. (Mar. 18) through
Mon. (Mar. 23) through
CLOSED: Saturday (March 21)
Sunday (March 22)
- Saturday (March 28)
Sunday (March 29)
Andelson, who has lobbied in
Washington, D.C. for abortion,
and worked in a pregnancy testing
clinic, believes the Reagan
administration has spawned a
number of restrictive measures
placed, or to be placed, on
abortion. The proposed H.B. 92
Anti-Abortio- n Bill seeks 1) a 4-8-
hour waiting period between the
time a woman consents to have an
abortion and when the abortion is
performed, 2) parental consent for
minors under 16, or a court
decision giving special consent for
an abortion. Feb. 25, Pro-Choic- e
supporters filled out postcards in
Lowry Center to be sent en masse
to Cleveland's Seventh District
Representative, Kenneth Rocco, a
democrat. Rocco proposed the
H.B. 92 bill. The postcards
express concern that the Bill will
deny women their freedom to
choose about matters relating to
their own bodies should the Anti-Abortio- n
Bill be passed.
Of major concern to Pro-Choic- e
women is the recently proposed
Hyde Amendment, aka Human
Rights Statute. This statute seeks
to alter the US Constitution's
. cont on p. 3
Students to Form
A College of Wooster chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) is now being formed on
campus, according to junior Gary
Adkins, member of Harambee.
The NAACP, described in one
of its pamphlets as an "interracial,-interfait- h,
nonpartisan, social
action organization," was
organized in 1909 "to improve the
political, educational, social and
economic status of minority
groups; to eliminate racial
prejudice; to keep the' public
aware of the adverse effects of
racialdiscrimination; and to take
all lawful action to secure its
elimination," according to its
Constitution for College
hours for Andrews Library for the
Audio-Visu- al
Hours
8 am - 5 pm
1 pm - 12 midnight
8 am - 12 midnight
8 am - 12 midnight
8 am - 12 midnight
8 am - 1 am
8 am"- - 1 am
8 am - 1 am
. lpm - 1 am v
8 am - 1 am
8 am : 5 pm
for Spring Break, March 1829,1981
Fri. (Mar. 20)
Fri. (Mar. 27)
.
A dedicated and determined octet qualified for the National AIA W swim meet in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Mar. 12, 13, and 14. Members of the team are, from left, row 1: Nancy Jo McMillan, Marrie Neumer,
Amy McClumpha, Sherri Sterling. Row 2: Julie Schubert, Ella Romig, Coach Bryan Bateman, Cathy .
Bosworth, and Deb Allenby. Photo by Rodger PelagaUi. ' "
Black Manifesto Sparks SGA Action.
-
by Edith McGandy
In the Nov. 7, 1980 issue of
VOICE, the Black Student
Association (BSA) published a re-evaluati- on
of their manifesto,
citing the need to "eradicate the
problem of racism here at the.
College."
.
-
.
In response to the BSA's plea
for- - increased student and.
Chapter of NAACP
Chapters.
Over fifty people have signed up
to join the organization, and the
group is in the process of applying
for "a chartersaid Eugenia Hull,
president of the Black Students
Association, who. termed the
move "a real step in the right
direction."
-- Possible benefits of the
chapter's formation are many,
Adkins said. Students will be
enabled to attend certain
conventions and - can become
aware of various job opportunities
through CRISIS, the magazine
edited by- - the association. The
organization can also serve as a
"channel for getting speakers
here."
The organization is open to any
members of the community, white
or Black. For individuals under 21,
membership is two dollars per
year. For others, the cost is five
dollars per year. From this money,
Adkins said, half is remitted to the
national office, and the other half is
retained by the campus sector.
Regular meetings will be held at
least- -, once , a month. .? with the
annual meeting for the election of
officers (president, vice-presiden- t,
secretary.-- , and treasurer)
scheduled to take place during the
first regular meeting of Spring
quarter.
Standing committees of the
association, are - Membership,
Finance, Press and Publicity,
Program and Researchv
Education, Housing and Com-
munity Planning, Labor - and
Industry, Political Action, and
Veteran Affairs.
administrative awareness to racial
problems, SGA has set up a task
force to deal with this issue. The
task force, now active since the
Feb. 9 SGA meeting, is taking
action toward meeting some of the
needs stated in the re-evaluati- on of
the manifesto. ' .
SGA representative Sue Mills,
head of the task force, stated that
the purpose of the task force is to
work as a tool to "create programs
on our campus which will initiate
better race refations."
- In dealing with some of the
grievances stated by the BSA, the
task force has taken several
actions. Through these actions
they have arrived at some possible
routes toward achieving the goal
of more interracial interaction.
The task force has contacted
administrators at schools fa Ohio
in. an effort to find a possible
Eighties Students Ready to Combat
Widespread Collegiate Conservatism
The November election
heralded the return to power of
the conservatives, but it might also
signal the return to campuses of
organized activism.
Rather than - running scared
after the landslide victory of
Ronald Reagan and the success of
the Moral Majority, some student
activists are capitalizing on the
conservative threat by marshalling
their forces Jor what they claim will
be a four-yea- r siege. Whether they
can buck campus trends of
conservatism and apathy remains
to be seen.
In mid-Novembe- r, about 400
students (torn more than 50
schools attended the Progressive
Students .Conference at Kent
State U-- , establishing in the
-- process a loosely knit network of
activist groups. "The idea actually
came out of the anti-dra- ft and anti-nucle- ar
movements," says
organizer Richard Sax 'of the
Midwest branch of the Committee
Against Registration and the
Draft. Although conceived in pre-
election meetings, the conference
solution to our own problem. In
making these contacts, they found
that most schools, even .those
'comparable in --size, have more
clearly defined programs dealing
with race relations. '
Miami University, which is.
however, a much larger school,'
has an entire builcfing devoted- - to
multi-cultur- al affairs. ' '
The task force in seeing, these,
results' to their' inquiry have
suggested the need for a BSA
office, comparable in purpose to'
the office occupied by the
Women's Resource Center. -- The
office would provide literature to
students, and could bea center for
planning programs dealing with
race relations. . -- v , "
The ; re-evaluati- on of the
manifesto also maintained that
there is "little or no residence hall
cont on p. 3 '
.
.
drew many people who came
"because they were concerned
about Reagan's election -- ; they
realize it's time for people who"
think' progressively to organize."
says Sax. "The new conservative
trend does represent - a real
threat."
The ; primary theme of the
November conference was unity --
combining divergent groups into a
single activist movement. The
primary problem of the
conference wa"s the lack of a
unifying issue other " than
opposition to Reagan. The main
activity of the - Progressive"
Students Network at present is ,
publication of a newsletter and
expansion onto more -- campuses,
says Sax. ;"
.
: cont on p. 5 . 1
..At this quarter's last
convocation. Dr. Walterl
Harrelson of Vanderbilt University!
Divinity School will speak on the!
topic: Judaism and Christianity in
Ancient and Modern . Ethiopia
Wed.. Mateer Auditorium, 10 am
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Patriotism and Compliance
Will Only Destroy Country
You have nothing to hide. . .Come now, all those of you who rushed to
the post office, the hour it opened to obey your government order-d- o
you really believe that just because you registered for the draft the
prospect of the SSS prying into your college records is not a threatening
"one?
Think. Why did you register? Because you profess to love your
country and all that it stands for and you wanted to protect those ideals
you hold sacred from the tyranny of an opposing regime?
Your patriotism is misguided. Our enemy isn't Russia. It isn't the Third
World. It isn't communism. Our enemy is ourselves. It is we who are
standing in the way of successful disarmament, just as much as is the
Soviet Union. It is us, and our fear of losing status in the eyes of our
world.
It is we who are the enemy when we elect a president who decries
Soviet influence in FJ Salvador while crushing a people-supporte- d
insurrection. It is us, when our administration proclaims its express
desire to "keep the peace any place in the world" (nobly enough) even
at the cost of using force against Cuba. It is us, when our assistant
secretary of state for human rights--no- t our defense secretary, not our
generals, not our strategic experts, but our assistant secretary of state
for human rights --condemns those clergy who happen to get sidetracked
by humanitarian concerns instead of sticking to theological abstracts. It
is us. when our government promulgates democracy and freedom- - of
speech while simultaneously --employing a network of FBI and CIA
agents to follow and harass any dissidents unremittingly. It is us when our
president installs a self-describe- d "safety net" designed to shield the
middle class while depriving the poor of the food stamps and Medicaid
programs which are barely adequate to start with. It is us when our
administration produces an economic policy that calls for cuts in the
subsidization of housing construction, cuts in rent subsidies, cuts in
mass transit and increases in defense spending.
The enemy's not overthrowing El Salvador; the enemy's not lurking in
Cuba; the enemy's not conspiring in the Soviet Union-t- he enemy is here,
in our administration, in our system, and your patriotism is decisively
misdirected if you think that obeying the command to kill is going to
ciu ami Ut vpstiaes of the democracy you hold so dear.
You ardent patriots who claim you
rductant vielders
you admit yourselves willing to fight
are fighting to preserve the ideals of
who ruled out CO status because
the herd who obey orders without question oecause you irusi m u
;r,fllihi1itu of Authoritv: when vou are called upon to fight, it won't be in a
war of defense -- it will be in a war of
follow through? -
You do indeed have a lot to hide
your courage --what place have they
of the SSS into the privacy ot your college records, rroiesi reawiaiiun
for a draft that demands you submerge your intellect in the design of a
military whose only function is intervention. Our nuclear weapons are so
well developed that a war of real defense could have no need of token
soldiers (and, incidentally, no further need of humanity in general).
Protest US military policy. Your patriotism and your compliance aren't
holnina uour eountrv. In the lonq run thev will only destroy it.
Headline Misleading; Let's Not Forget
Dear Editor.
In the same issue (Feb. 6. 1981)
in which students on both sides of
the Harambee Episode decry
"racism", your headline on page
one reads. "College Freshman
Stabbed In Racial Attack
in a war of defense, you followers of
intervention. Are you really ready to
-your integrity, your compassion
in war? Protest this blatant intrusion
Tuesday."
There is nothing in the article
indicating that "racial" was an
appropriate adjective for you to
use. other than the fact that one of
the students happened to be white,
the other black. Your choice of that
Louise A. Blum
V Kevin Grubb
DiSnna Trover
Hank Sperry
.Rodger Pelagalli
John Crozier
-
Jay West,
'.
- Pam Weiler
: Missy Betcher
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Haden Contributes to Own Memorial
Fund; Exposes Identity of
Dear Editor, -
Rumors of my death being at
least partially exaggerated, I am
writing to make a contribution to
the J. Haden Memorial Fund; my
check is enclosed. --There is, of
course, a proviso that if the money
is not spent by the end of the
school year, it is to be returned to
me and not to "Student X."
But to blow X's cover, and
possibly to subvert his intent a bit,
the world might as well know that
he is Aldon Hynes, .ex-clas- s of
1980. Maybe Aldon did make great
strides in learning at this
demonstration or that; one thing
he obviously did not learn there is
how to understand language and
to use it skillfully. Standing about
in masses of bodies and caressing
slogans don't help anybody much
We're Vegetables
word is part of our problem, not
part of the solution.
If people band together, a la the
Ku Klux Klan. and say, "let us do
harm to another group of people",
subsequent attacks could be de-
scribed as "racial", given the
motivation and the randomness of
the object of the motivation.
" The Wooster student in question
was no more stabbed in a "racial"
attack than he will be awarded a
degree from Wooster in a "racial"
ceremony by the President of the
College. In both cases,, the adjec-
tive is not only misused nonsense
but is harmful to us all.
We are all vegetables in God's
Garden: let's not forget that.
Sincerely yours.
' Bradford Johnston
Corporate VPField Marketing
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATIONS
Campus Problems
Must be Discussed
Dear Editor,
The events of the past weeks
have caused students, faculty and
staff to again discuss racism and
sexism on our campus. Members
of our community have responded
in different ways. Some are
examining their own values are
trying to team and to educate
others. Some are simply tired of
--xontonp.3
in that way. Aldon seems to prefer
word-magi- c to Wittgenstein (since
he doesn't understand the latter),
and 'that preference may be
related to what he thinks he
learned. So it is doubtful that
Aldon --really understands that
subversion, rightly done, is a fine
art and doesn't happen in
demonstrations."
There is' pleYity to subvert
without ever. going off campus,
and I do hope that Shalom House
will seriously consider financing
some local activities too-- . Had
Aldon wanted to subvert the
whole miserable, rickety I.S.
system, that would have been a
worthy cause and a more practical
one than railing at nuclear energy.
But doing an inadequate job on a
proposed I.S. project is hardly
subversive- - just failure, however
one may try to rationalize it.
Aldon's basic problem is that he
sees the choice as either-o- r rather
than both-and- ; --you can
Ldemonstrate and do a good I.S., if
you have the ability. So Shalom
House should keep this in mind
Faculty Evaluation Ealse, Revengeful
And Manifests a Sick Sense of Humor
Dear Editor.
I must say I am disappointed in
the results of the faculty evalua-
tions. Responses were low and the
representation was poor. The idea
was good, but it should have been
better developed! Instead of par-
ticularly biased questions, more
neutral questions should have
been used. Perhaps combining the
efforts of faculty, students, and
administrators, would have
eliminated some of the controversy
over what was printed.
Although I participated in
gathering student responses and
although I myself, participated by
filling out my - share of the
evaluations, I feel that they were
totally unfair! ALL students should
have been surveyed and only a
representative response should
have been printed.
I feel obligated to inform the
readers that the survey is in-
accurate! Returning my response
and talking to others about their
response, I am aware of more than
one mistake in the survey! I think
those who tallied the survey need
Student X
when dispensing from the fund.
Shalom! -
-
James' Haden
Portrayal Unfair;
J. Haden Honest
Dear Editor,
- I would like to make it clear that
not all Shalom House members
agree with the portrayal of Mr.-Hade- n
and Student X in the "X
Donates Money for Memorial
Fund" article. Mr. Haden was
asked to grade an I.S. (which was
not about peace demonstrations)
honestly and fairly.4 He- - was not
asked to grade Student X on the
basis of the student's personal
values and priorities. If Student X
felt that peace work and demon-- :
strations take priority over grades,
that's a good value; but K was his
decision. Let's not remove the
dignity of Student- - X or Professor
Haden by making a decision sound
like a victimization.
Peace!
Kathy Shields
Box 2668
to take some --math courses, and
those who devised the survey .
some sociology courses. .
The additional comments at 'the
end. were, indeed, in bad taste!
Personally. I feel most of them to
be false and more a . form of
revenge or a sick sense of humor
than anything else. Although I
have ho personal bias toward the
Editor, i ind the printing of such
comments to be sloppy journalism!
There are excellent professors at
the College of Wooster and there
are those who need improvement.
Just talking with other students
one can get a sense of who the
better professors are. But pre-
senting a biased, miscalculated,
misrepresenrative. and in some
cases totally untrue evaluation,
does nothing to help the students
and harms many of the faculty. I
believe the idea .behind the survey
is an important one and cannot be
ignored, yet at the same time I
believe there must be a better way
of achieving-ha- t goal! e
- .-
- - Sincerely, '
"
' Donna Kirkbride
Pro-Choic-e Group
Creates Awareness
Of Life Concerns
contfromp. 1
Fourteenth Amendment which
currently reads as follows:
Section I: "With respect to
the. right to life, the word .
"person" as used in this
article and the Fifth and
Fourteenth Articles of
Amendment to the Consti-
tution of the United States,
applies to all human beings,
including the unborn
offspring at every sstate of
their biological . develop-
ment, irrespective of health,
function or , condition of
dependency."
Section 11: "This Article shall
pot apply n an emergency
. when a reasonable medical ,
certainty exists that
continuation of the
pregnancy will cause the
death of the mother."
Section III: ' "Congress and
the several states shall have
power to enforce this article
by appropriate legislation
within the respective
-- jurisdiction."
Should the Human Life Statute be
ratified, the word "person" in the
rouneentn Amendment would be
defined as "human life from the
moment of conception," and
. wuuiu uuiidw aooruons except in
special cases.
Andelson feels Right to Lifers
seek not only to oppose abortion
but also certain methods of
contraception and sex education
in public schools. Andelson
expressed anger at the techniques
used by Right to Lifers to "get at"
institutions supporting abortion.
hospitals have been the targets of
fire bombs, vandalism and other
subversive acts attributed to anti-abortio- n
groups.
Anyone interested in partici-
pating in Wooster's Pro-Choic- e
organization is invited to attend
the next meet fig, March 9 at 9
p.m. in Lowry 1 18. Andelson
encourages all Pro-Choic- e
supporters to participate.
Sexual Harassment
Cases UnpubHcized
(CPS) Professors who sexually
harass students usually aren't
punished very severely by their
schools, if they are punished at all.
according to various observers
who track collegiate sexual harass-
ment cases.
"Indeed, Bemice Sandler of the
Association of American, College's
Women's Project says that the
one-mont- h suspension imposed
two weeks ago by the State
University of New York-Genese- o
on a professor who had "improper
physical contact" with a student is
only the fourth known punishment
of any kind handed out in college
sexual harassment cases in the 'last
three years. -
Sandler admits she "wouldn't be
surprised" if more schools have
dispensed reprimands, but says she
doesn't know of any because
"schools don't like to publicize this
sort of thing."
At Geneseo. an outside arbi-
trator ruled that sociology pro-
fessor Vakahn Dadrian had acted
III d!l unjjiuitfsiuiiai manual
when he tried to kiss one of his
students, asked er about her sex
life, and once "physically detained"
cont on p. 7
Power to Resolve Societal Problems
Of Human Rights Lies in Individual
cont from p. 2
the issues, and wish people would
stop talking about them. Some,
like a student at a recent SGA
meeting, say the problems at
Wooster are. indicative o
problems in society, and that "we
can't be expected to solve
society's problems." I 'believe we
can be expected to do just that
We joke about Wooster being
a place apart. I agree with some
of the criticisms that are made
about that description, yet I think
it is appropriate for a liberal arts
college to maintain some
separation from the larger society
around it. A college is supposed to
14 roe a community ot scnoiars; a
small community characterized by
some shared values and in pursuit
of some common goals. In college
debate is encouraged, ideas can be
offered freely and
.
examined
carefully. At college- - we seek
knowledge, exchange ideas and
learn to think critically. What
better" place to start to solve
problems?
I'm not sure if we at Wooster
underestimate our power to make
change here and in "the real
world," or whether we use our
perceived powerlessness as an
excuse to not even try. Whether
we like it or not, we do have an
impact on our society. By virtue of
our intelligence, our skills, and our
freedom to set aside four years of
our lives to pursue an education.
we are different from others. We- -
have power to make change.
With .that power, comes a
responsibility. We must start to
make Change here, at our own
institution. I hope that the issues
Regulations Tighten
For Foreign Students
'
WASHINGTON, DC. (CPS).-I- n
another move to tighten controls
on foreign students in this country,
the U.S. Immigration and Naturali
zation Service (INS) has ruled that
students' "green cards" will now
have a specific departure day a
"date certain" stamped on them.
Previously, a "duration of status"
stamp allowed students to stay in
this country as long as they were
enrolled in classes.
The new regulation was "stimu
lated by the Iranian situation." says
Janet Graham of the INS. "When
there had been disturbances .by
Iranian students, we ..were asked
how many of them were here. We
cont on p. 9
that have been raised this quarter
will not be forgotten over break. I
hope the discussions about
racism, sexism and human rights
will continue. I feel we at Wooster
are getting closer to resolving
some of our concerns. I think, at
least, that more of us are finally
beginning to accept that they
exist. It's true that Wooster
reflects, the problems of our
society. I think it's also true that at
Wooster we cary start to solve
them.
Diane M. Kroll
in comprehensive Unit hee
by Robin Wilson
It is that time of year again.
College students-- have been
speculating over it during lunch
and dinner conversations.
Because of it, some have decided
it is time to more seriously pursue
a summer job, and others are
figuring the best way to break it to
their parents. . IT, is the
approximate 14 percent increase
expected in the College of
Wooster's comprehensive fee,
boosting next year's bill to about
$7,925. -
It can also be called inflation and
Hans Jenny,, vice president of
business and finance for The
College, says it is as inevitable as
the rising sun. At the College's
Wednesday convocation, Jenny
distributed a graph which showed
that by 1982, Wooster's tuition will
have increased 147 percent since
1970, being nearly equivalent to
the increase in the consumer price
index over the same time period. '
What does this mean? Jenny
said the growth of the College's
comprehensive fee depends upon
the rate of inflation. "How long will
it be before Wooster's tuition
reaches $10,000 per year," he
asked. "At five percent inflation it
would be 1987, but at 14 percent --
freshmen and sophomores - it
could be just two years," he added.
But Jenny said there is a
problem with such calculation --
that of accuracy in the inflation
rate indexes. "Economists quibble .
over aH kinds of indexes which
responsibility of the minorities and
the majority to make an effort to
increase their personal awareness
of racial problems at The College
in an effort to eliminate them.
Programs initiated by the task
force should make, this type of
awareness more accessible to all
students. It should be noted,
however, that with 85 Black
students out of a total population
of approximately 1750. the
responsibility .lies with the
majority.
Black Manifesto Sparks SGA Action
.
cont from p. 1
programming planned to deal with
racial issues on campus."
In addressing this problem, the
task forc.e has suggested
"blackwhite dialogue" sessions.
The sessions would encourage
students to communicate with
other students about race-relate- d
problems and concerns. The idea
for these sessions also was
gleaned from another campus.
The task force head. Sue Mills,
maintains that it is the
. February 27, 1981, VOICE, Page 3
Jenny Justifies 14 Increase
jour f gffteseuUWs . LJ-- c clemcutJ? it fffa-n-. . . .
...... r
attempt to tell us the rate of
inflation the Consumer. Price
Index, the' GNP deflator, the
Producer Price Index," he said.
. The fact is, Jenny said, none of the
indexes- - measure qualitative
improvements which may offset
the climbing inflation rate.'- - ' --
For example,
.
he said, the
United Slates measures
improvement .in terms, of
productivity, the ability of one to
take on a; physically heavier load.
"Therefore, since it is impractical
lor colleges to continually double a
professor's class load - pretty soon
we would have one teacher
instructing all the students --
statisticians assume that there has
been no improvements in higher
-- education for- - 50 wears "- - he
claimed. And so the picture of
higher' education and the nation in
general grows dim when it appears
vthat inflation is increasing rapidly
while statisticians say that the
quality of production remained
' stable. ' " ,
.
.
.
So, Jenny maintains that the
College's tuition may rise, but
students are paying for what they
get when the increase in the
"You are paying for a twentieth--:
century education and that is what
yoUH get," he offered.
.
-
"But how do we account for this
quality or social benefit over time --
the benefit that indexes do not
reflect?" Jenny asked. We must,
he said, devise more . precise
indicators of inflation. "The
economy is currently at the stage
of the super-tanke- r syndrome," he
explained. "To stop a - tanker
you've got to start applying the
brakes three days earlier,", he
continued. We also, allow for that
delay or error in our calculations.
"The two to three percent error
we maintain in indexes is just not
good enough and could mean lots
of money .""he said:
Jenny also talked about another
kind of financial miscalculation,'
this one being the fault of colleges
themselves. "Statisticians say that
every year, aoout m-j-u percent ot
.
States will run a deficit." he said.
cont on p. 5
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The Internationalist
by Alkis Papademetriou
The student elections at The
College of Wooster gives me the
occasion to write, and as I did four
years ago. the opportunity to make
a comparison between the student
elections in Europe and here.
I do not want to criticize the
procedure of the College elections,
but I rather wish to illustrate some
of . the differences which exist
between the spirit of the elections
as well as the procedure of both
elections.
The main characteristic of the
European student elections is in
the participation of political parties.
This makes the European SGA
elections very different and more
important than the American,
where politics do not enter at all. In
Europe, political parties exist in the
universities as student' organiza-
tions. In this way. the student
groups have specific political
ideologies and principles.
The student body is aware of
these political ideologies and stu-
dents pay careful attention to
which organization they cast their
vote for, because it makes a great
difference whether the "organiza-
tion is socialist or conservative, for
example.
At The College of Wooster,
individual candidates do not
emphasize their personal political
tendencies: instead, elections seem
to depend on innovative ideas
regarding the function of SGA on
the campus. Thus, it makes no
difference whether one or the
other win the elections, because
both are oriented on the same
basic principles which limit their
powers.
Another difference between the
two elections is that the European
SGAs have actual political power
both in the administrative level of
the University and among the
student body. They can organize
strikes, massive marches and pro-
test groups which may potentially
affect both the University as well as
in some cases the government.
Student Reinstated in a Former Job
Position After Long, Intense Struggle
Friday, Nov. 7, 1980. a letter to
the Editor appeared in VOICE
questioning the use of McGaw
Chapel for secular activities.
Angered by the practice of
bringing non-Christia- n perform-
ers, alcohol, and pot into a "place
of worship," the writer, a member
of the McGaw crew, termed the
title of "chapel" a "farce."
Rodney McCalister, author of
the letter, was subsequently
transferred against his will from his
job at McGaw to one at Lowry.
After fourteen weeks of meetings,
phone calls, letters, and
conferences, McCalister has been
reinstated in his former position.
According to McCalister, Paul
Smith, current manager of
McGaw chapel, informed him
after the publication of his letter
that he had had "no right to write
it" and told him he would be
transferred to work at Lowry
Center. Smith refused to
comment on the situation.
Angered by his change in
position, McCalister took his
grievance to Fred Dugan. director
of personnel, According to
McCalister, Dugan told him that
Smith had come to see him before
the publication of the letter. The
reason for his transfer, McCalister
was told, was his attitude on the
Characteristically different is the
way in which the student elections
in the two continents take place.
On this campus, the student
elections do not seem to be very
active andor serious. According to
Ms. Knall and Mr. Wardlaw, this
year less than half of the student
body voted. In Europe SGA
elections are almost as serious as
the general elections of the
country. The studerS political
organizations publish their mani-
festos and distribute them among
the students. Enthusiastic dis-
cussions take place for entire nights
in meetings, where the students
analyze their programs. Disputes
among the students are not
unusual, and all the walls of the
university and the buildings in the
surrounding area are covered by
posters with political propaganda.'
1 would like to end this article
using again the last paragraph of
The Internationalist four years ago.
"The above differences between
the two elections do not necessari-
ly prove that the one method is
better than the other,' but I feel that
the conflicts that exist in the
student bodies of Europe assist in
a way. in the better development
and more mature personality of
the European students. Of course,
conflicts, disputes and strikes are
detrimental to any country, but in
the long run they help to shape the
country's character. Let us remem-
ber that it was Europe, with its
conflicts, oppositions, frustrations,
and vendettas where some of the
greatest inventions in civilization,
art. philosophy, and even the
capitalistic system which governs
the USA were created."
P.S. I would like to request that
Mr. Ian Hartrick. next time he
answers The Internationalist, to
talk only about issues that exist in
it. Topics like Stalin. Pol pot. or his
"Polish revolution" never con-
cerned The Internationalist, and
they were creations of Mr. Hart-rick'- s
capitalistic imagination.
job- - not his personal convictions.
Because McCalister 's dismissal
occurred at the same time as the
publication 'of his letter to the
Editor, however, Dugan offered
McCalister the option of returning
to McGaw next quarter. Dugan
refused to comment on his
decision.
"It was put off for weeks and
weeks and no decisions were
made," McCalister said, "and I
think that was done on purpose for
them to see if I would fight.-.- I just
think it's wrong for any student to
be - moved (from one job to
another) because they express an
opinion."
"I still feel that McGaw should
not be used for a lot of things they
have in there," McCalister
continued. "I do plan to go back
and work just as hard as I've
always done...I do appreciate the
administration's handling of the
matter though it did drag on for an
unnecessary length of time."
Director Fired for not
Disciplining Students
A resident hall director was fired
at the U. of New Hampshire for
not disciplining students who
smoked marijuana in her presence
while she was visiting in another
dorm.
SHAB
Balanced Diet
Key to Health
College fife is draining: it is a
high-stres- s environment in which
individuals are forced to produce,
whether academically, athletically,
or socially (more frequently, it is in
atl these areas at once). It kind of
goes without saying, then, that
good, sensible, adequate nutrition
is essential in such an environment
The definition of "good nutri-
tion," --however, is often miscon-
strued to mean a lot not necessarily
of the right types of foods, and not
usually in the right balance.
Americans, it is said time and.
again, are overweight and this
campus is no exception. Much of
this is a direct result of overcon-sumptio- n
and dietary imbalances
(the belief that if something is good
for you, more of it is better).
If you go into Hygeia sometime
(which the Student Health Ad-
visory Board hopes you will it's
a nice place to visit), looking for
advice on planning your next
reducing diet youH probably be
preached the dictum of The
Balanced Diet & The Four Basic
Food Groups. In that dictum Bes
the key to the sensible, effective
nutrition so important to students
in an academic environment (and
human beings in general, for that
matter!) .
People often complain about
how bad institutional food is, but
we at the College of Wooster are
extremely fortunate to have Lowry
Food Service feeding us. Nutri-
tionally speaking, the meals pro-
vided here are more than ade-
quate: there is a fairly wide variety
of entrees at each meaL lots of
fruits and vegetables, whole-gra- m
products, plus a fantastic salad bar.
The food, by and large, tastes
good; maybe not as good as home
cooking, but then again. Food
Service is cooking three meals a
day for 1800 people there are
limits to what they can do. The
problem arises when people eat
too much andor don't eat a
variety of foods to achieve total
nutrition. A person may-- eat only
meat or only fruits and vegetables,
or -- only milk products, and by
doing so exclude important nu-
trients; then the person tries to
make up for it by eating a lot of that
one thing. These imbalances fre-
quently result in a high intake of
either fats and cholesterol, sugars
and carbohydrates, or excess
protein (which the body may not
need). This leads to nutritional
deficiencies and overweight The
solution to the problem, then lies in
a balanced, minimal diet'
Generally, a rule to follow in
selecting foods from the four basic
food groups is a) look for foods
lower in fats, (especially cholesterol
and saturated fats), b) higher in
conf on p. 5
Profs "Bused" to Cleveland,
Learn Teaching Techniques
by Dianna Troyer
We read" about busing in news-
papers and heard "Pros and Cons
of Busing" lectures this week as
part of the SAB Morality Sym-
posium. Black and white students
in Cleveland and. Boston are
transported to high schools to
achieve a certain racial balance, in
hopes of eliminating racial
prejudices and improving the
quality of education.
Busing students is a common
occurrence, but busing professors
is a little unusual. Wooster faculty
were T3used", in a sense, last spring
to John Marshall and John F.
Kennedy high schools in Cleve-
land. The faculty, "busing,
however, was voluntary. Instead of
Black students traveling to pre-
dominantly white high schools by a
federal court order or vice versa,
Wooster faculty traveled to pre-
dominantly Black high ., schools,
participating in the Woosterdeve-- .
land Academic Enrichment
Program.
Dean of Faculty, Vivian HoQxiay
and trustee Steve Mentor, Under-
secretary for the Department of
Education, were among those
individuals who originated the idea
of faculty teaching in Cleveland
schools. Their main purpose was
not to break racial barriers or
participate in a desegregation
program, but rather to leam and
share with our Cleveland neigh-
bors, HoOtday explained.
"We wanted to enrich our
curricula and the quality of edu-
cation of bom Trie College and the
Cleveland schools," she said. The
idea did not stem from a mission-
ary attitude on our part"
US District Judge Frnk J.'
Battisti ordered Cleveland school
officials for more than two years to
set up programs in which Geve-lan- d
schools would take advantage
of northern Ohio's universities,
colleges and businesses to enrich
the education of Cleveland pupils.
In a July 25 order, he' wrote.
"Despite the wealth of colleges and
universities, civic and local business
in the Greater Cleveland area, the
Cleveland defendants can point to
Hilton to Address Bioethics
by Steve Oymer
Sex, drugs, and rock n roO,
which of these will affect your life
most in the future? Sex is the
immediate answer which comes to
mind, but after consideration most
people would agree that drugs or
medical advancements and
techniques are going to have the
most effect on their Eves.
The advancements made by the
medical community, and the
choices that these advancements
give to ordinary people, will be
discussed mis Wednesday at 8
p.m. in Mateer auditorium by Dr.
Bruce Hilton.
Dr. Hilton is expected to present
both legal and ethical problems
created by choices. ' such as
whether a family can prevent an.
operation from taking place, and
whether an individual has the right
to want to die.
Hilton, who edits the national
monthly Bioethics Letter, and who
served as an ethical advisor in the
Karen Anne Quintan case, travels
widely giving his presentations and
expressing his views. He was the
keynote speaker at the .World
Conference on Human Rights and
the Life Sciences in Bossey.
Switzerland, and has been to many
only one collaborative program
and this is with distant Wooster
College.".
- John Marshall and John F.
Kennedy high schools were
selected to participate in the
program since they were paired for
desegregation last fall.
Last April, May and June seven
Wooster faculty members traveled
to the high schools, where they
taught a total of 136 class hours,
explained HoUiday. She reports
that faculty of all three institutions
indicated each found the sharing
experience rewarding and
illuminating. v
Wooster faculty gained an
understanding of the motivations
and capabilities of high school
students in the urban classroom
setting. Professors and high school
teachers learned of techniques and
educational developments which
might - improve classroom per-
formance for both educators.
According to HoUiday, a cap-
stone of the program was a new
summer camp, a writing camp,
taught by Thomas FaTkner and
Mariene Cast of the Greek and
Latin' and English departments
respectively.)
The two-wee- k camp allowed
Cleveland students to be "bused"
to --Wooster. where they improved
descriptive and expository writing
skills. The camp was a great
success, Gast sakL "We went on
field trips to the Kidron Action, to
the Stark Wilderness Center and
the Daily Record, where the
students sharpened their observa-
tion skills which was important in-improv- ing
their writing skills.
"If we could have classes like this
in Cleveland, we would all be great
writers, said Nancy Simpson. 18,
a recent graduate . from John
Marshall High School.
The WoosterCleveland
Academic . Enrichment Program
will continue this spring as faculty .
are "bused" voluntarily once again
to ueveiang scnoots.
The program was made possible
through grants from the Cleveland.
George F. Codrington Charitable.
George Gund and Martha Holden
Jennings foundations.
campuses across the country.J. Hilton's presentation will
conclude a series of lectures
sponsored by the speakers and
topics committee of SAB. loosely
called the Morality Symposium.
Gregg Brelsford, chairman of the
speakers and topics committee
expresses his enthusiasm: "If you
haven't been able to catch any of
the lectures in the symposium this
quarter. Dr. Hilton will certainly
puD the value climate theme
together on Wednesday night No
one should miss it." -- v
Our apologies to Peter Havholm
for the two errors in his column last
week. We all know Professor
Havholm knows Socrates jury
voted to have him poisoned not
imprisoned (a decisively anti- -
Iclimatic slip). - -
Likewise, we all know Professor
Havholm would never pair a plural
(subject (questions) with a pluraljverb (remains).
Once again .' our apologies.
Professor Havholm stands ab
solved of any historical and
grammatical deficiencies that may
have -- wrongly been attributed to
Jhim last Friday.
CPPS Continues to Proffer Career
Advice Despite Director Turnovers
by Dan Harkins
Until 1968, the college's career
office consisted of a desk drawer in
the - Dean of Students, office.
Between 70 and 75 percent of
Wooster students at that time went
immediately into graduate schools,
and career counseling was handled
, by the faculty. Since then, the
.
number of seniors pursuing higher
degrees has declined. Today,
between 40 and 45 percent of the
graduating class will enter graduate
schools, while the remainder wiD
begin careers. j - .- -
TfTe College has responded to
this shift in interest by establishing
the Career Planning and-Placem- ent
Service (CPPS). Since 1968,
CPPS has grown to a staff of a
Director, an Administrative
Assistant, and two interns. The
purpose of the office is to help
students explore career "and
graduate school opportunities.
According to --"Ken Plusquellec,
Dean of Students, ft is the students'
responsibility to use the services 'of
CPPS, for the College 'does not
guarantee- - employment after
graduation. - ,
Balanced Diet
Key to Health
" conf from g. 4
fiber, and c) with less sugar and
"empty calories. These goals can
basically be achieved through a)
avoiding red meats in favor of fish
and poultry, and eatingfewer eggs,
b) eating more whole-grai- n breads
and cereals high in fiber, c) eating
more fresh fruits and vegetables,
and d) avoiding " desserts and
"empty calorie" junk foods alto
gether or substituting a sweet
dessert with fruit ..
A good way to help one eat less
is to eat breakfast. This is because,
.
if one goes the whole morning on
no food or only a cup of coffee, (his
last meal having been dinner the
night before), heshe will probably
be starving by iunchtime, hungry
enough to eat a horse. Conse
quently. when the person eats
lunch, heshe often consumes
more in one meal than would'tfe
been consumed in a light breakfast
and a light lunch. In addition,
eating two light meals doesn't
weigh one down --as much as one
heavy meal; and the individual is
less sluggish the rest of the
ajternoon. Studies show 4hat
proper breakfast eaters are less
prone "to obesity. Dr. Gilbert
Leuille. chairman of the Food and
Nutritiorrr Board, National Aca-
demy of Sciences, and of the Food
Service Committee. American
Health Foundation, says. The
breakfast skipping crowd is only
fooling itself." .
In summary, if one eats 4 a
balanced diet, avoiding over-consumpti- on
of foods in general,'
gets adequate exercise, and avoids
fats, sugars, and "empty calories"
as much as possible, heshe will
" feel better, attain an ideal weight
and be Fn --a better condition to
function on the high level of
performance demanded In the
college setting. Information on a
balanced diet, exercise, and nutrir
"tional counseling in general, is
available at The Student Health
Center. . They wouldbe delighted
to help you. but it's up to you. the
individual the power of wellness
is in . your hands. iThe Student
Health Advisory Board-(SHA- B)
urges you to take advantage of
these and other services offered at
The Student Health Center.
CPPS efforts have been com-
plicated by the recent turnover in
Directors. In the past four years,
- the office has been occupied by
three, different Directors. --JKis
discontinuity has prevented the
implementation of new programs
to'saf&fy the changing needs of the
student body. According to Bill
Baird, Vice-Preside- nt of Academic
Affairs, Acy Jackson, CPPS Direc-
tor 1978 left to take a better payingjob in New York, and his successor,
Rosetta Moore, was unable to
remain because of health reasons.
Elaine 'Lindstrom ' is CPPSI
current Director. . Since her
appointment, --she has been assess-
ing the needs of the student body
and developing programs to satisfy
these needs which she wilL soon
present to the administration.
. Lindstrom stated that she would
like to become familiar with-a-ll
members of the student body,' so
that she may be -- - aware of
individual needs, adding that stude-
nts-should feel free to stop by
the office, located in the lower level
of Lowry Center, and - take
advantage of its resources.
CPPS offers a number of
services to both
. students and
alumni. The office provides indi-
vidual career , planning sessions
and group workshops, as well as
maintaining a credential file
programfor employment and
graduate school applications. In
addition, CPPS provides students
interviews with - employers and
graduate schools. Until now, pro-
spective employers were - not
actively recruited by --Wooster..
Lindstrom said that she will begin
to visit regional employers and
encourage them to - visit the
campus. . - ; i -
FaH Urban Quarter
Exciting for All
" by Susan Reid
Every fall, four or five Wooster
Students join a group of about 30
students --from the Great LakesJ
Conference for a travel study
program through the cities pf
England, the Netherlands and
Yugoslavia on the GLC European
term in comparative urban studies.
This program may sound excit-
ing, but intimidating to the non-urba- n
studies
.
student. Although
students who are Interested in the
. program are encouraged to take
an intro course, there , are no real
urban studies prerequsites. The
program deals in a wide range of
urban issues, and touches Upon a
broad range of interests going well
beyond the bounds of any single
major. , --.
That is not to say .that this is a
.-c-
ake prograrn. Students wiH be
taking an intensive 6 week tour of
cities in
.
three r very different
countries, and will be taking in
massive amounts of information,
talking with local planners and
officials, going --. on tours, and
attending seminars and field trips,
and doing individual .study.'"
' The program ends with a month
Sii independent study in which
students focus in on their particular
interest, and put-the- ir travel study
experience to. use on '; a --final
-- project. Its a challenging teaming
experience and an exciting one for
' the exploratory mind.. And the
range of subjects open to the
students is practically limitless.
: . The entire trip sounds tike a true
liberal arts experience, with a down
to earth focus of urban settings.
T
1
Dora Strang (Sarah Howes) winces under psychologist Martin
Dysart's probing questions (see p. 9) about her son's crime while
husband Frank (Paul Hartje) sits in uncomfortable silence. The
scene is from Peter Schaffer's psychodrama, EQUUS, performing
tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in Shoolroy Theater. Photo by"
John Crozier. - -
Webster's 14 Percent Licrease Sends
Tuition Spacing to
- cont. from p. 3
Jenny' said the true figure is more
likely 1SO-9- 0 percent - when
depreciation "is considered. "Many
colleges are able to balance their
budgets by not being, technol-
ogically up to date and so, they are
short-changin- g students," Jenny
explained. - "
In other words, marry colleges
do not include allocation, for
capital improvements when
drawing up their budgets, majnly
because they aren't required to do
so, Jenny said. He said Wooster,
along with otherl-privaf- e colleges
and universities like Dehisortr
Princeton. Stanford, does not
allocate money . for capital
improvements.
Take a look around campus.
There is a dilapidated building like
Scovel Hall and an equally as
ancient Taylor Hall, he said. The
electrical system in Frick . is
probably
--
being held together by
some supernatural force, and just
the other day, Don Noll
Haiije's Van Gogh
Ingenuities in Nontracfitional Theater
by Karen McCartney
:.
" There have been plays written
by students before.' There have
been plays directed by students.
There are. of course, often all
student casts. Vincent Van Gogh is
unique, at least for recent years, in
that it was written, directed, and
will-- be performed entirely by
students. Furthermore, it is not
somebody's l.S. project or part of
the regular theater calendar, h is
being done for the love of drama.
'Vincent Van Gogh is largely a
biographical play. The story of
Vincent's life, especially his years
as an artist, is narrated by those
who were close to him: his uncle,
his .brother, Theo. his teachers,
doctors, and other artists. "Vincent
did everything with a passion, in
order to" prove himself. . . to
himself." says his brother Theo. --
' The play is versatile in style.
Authordirector Paul Hartje has
incorporated any number of show
techniques " into the production.
--The play includes mime, dialoguesj
monologues, screaming. Jaughing.
and crying. Only two actors. Scott
NearJy 8000 Dollars
complained about aleak in food
. : v. t. ...u;u ua;r I vivc 9 fiui t iim wiik.ii icsuhcu
in a few wet books in 'his store.
Jenny recalled.- - Everyone wants
more, and better .- -- more
. compufersT a larger library budget.
This is proof that the need, for
capital investment is huge, he said.
Jenny also gave credit to the
Reagan administration for creating
incentives for investment
.
by
lowering interest rates and altering
tax laws. : -
So what is in the picture for
private colleges and universities
which ..face ; both inflation and
capital depreciation? Jenny said it
is as if college presidents are hang
gliding and are- - currently looking
for an updraff to take them to the
nearest piece of solid ground,
"The only way that they won't get
tangled up or collapsealtogether is
if that updraft is in just the right
direction and is just the right
force." he said. The future of the
private college - it is all in the
updraft.
Employs Student
Pavnter as Van Gogh and Jeff
Yost- - as '.Theo. play only one
character, the other five, members
of the cast have four or five parts to
- play. Throughout the entire show,
slides will be. shown of Vincent's
work. ' -
.-
-.
'
. '. - ..
""
.
'
A play this experimental in style
is bound to run into problems. A
limited budget, the fact that the set
cannot be built until the" week 'of
the show, a broad range of acting
talents, all have set stumbling
blocks in the path of production.
But the dedication of students,
both familiar and unfamiliar "with
r theater, and the support of-som- e
faculty, has allowed what started as
a dream to become a .reality. --v.'-
Vincent Van GogkHas been
: rewritten, restaged. rethought, and
rehearsed since fall quarter. Roles
and lines have been altered to suit
the talents of actresses and actors.'
Ultimately. "Van Gogh" hopes to
suifihe tastes pf the audience, for
they " are the final piece in a
successful play. The show will be
performed next- - Friday and
Saturday. March 6 and 7, in the
Shoohrov Theater at 8:15 p.m.
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Jazz Ensemble
Performs Mar, 3 ;
The College of Wooster Jazz-- -'
Ensemble will present its annual
winter , concert- - in , Freedlander
Theatre on Tuesday. March --3rd.
'at 8:15 p.m. "The program will
include a variety of jazz, "ranging
from IVabosh Blues 1 1921). all the
:-
-
,
way to Torock, a rock --jazz ..
composition from : 1980. . and
including just about every-- jazz,
.
style imaginable.
.
,
3 Senior Don Rice will be featured
in a composition called Ballade by
Rick Cornish, which spotlights the :
"alto saxophone. An original
.
composition of Don Rice will also
be played by the Jazz Combo. r:
Director-Stua-
rt Ling has written v. ,
another Jimmie Lunceford style J
arrangement of Three Little
Words for the benefit of those who - --
have a special affinity for big band
sounds of the 40s. Its'hallmarks
are the two-bea- t rhythm and a --
florid saxophone section chorus.
There will be some Count Basie-stvj- e
jazz, same Latin-jazz- , some f.
cool jazz, some shuffle-jazz- ; and ',
straight-ahea- d classic jazz.
Students contributing their special'
talents to the Jazz Combo, in
addition to JDon Rice are Scott
.
.
Bowman (trumpet). Roger Miller(trombone),, Cathy Clasper'-- , --
(piano). Don Holman (drums), and - i ;Mark David (guitar). ..
. The : doojs of . Freedlander
Theatre will be opened at 7:30 and
the concert is free for students. ., '
Student Activists ,s
Fwjht Gonservatisrrr -
. , . cont from p. I - - --
, Three Harvard U. students and
former Anderson for Presidenf! ;.
workers also responded to the "
election by trying to form a Uberal -
coaTitionv tailed Students Involved --
in National r Change Students, .
inc.). The election of a Republican
Senate, on top of Reagan's big win,
'spurred the group's formation,
says one of those involved. The .
elections scared the hell out of a lot --
of Harvard students,", he says, '
Student Inc.'s irrunediate goal is --
staging civil '.rights rallies .
throughout " New - England on
Abraham Lincoln's birthday. .
.
--
.
Issue-oriente- d campaigns are
expecting to draw more student
interest. The Campaign for ,t ,
Political. Rights, a Washington-- . ...
based group, is finding more .
students , interested in the
demonstrations it leads against orr
campus ; recruitment , by.' the
Central Intelligence Agency.
"Many" more universities have .;;
organized to raise the issue of 1
covert recruitment, and with
Reagan in there, things will get
even more active," says .CPR's ;
Susan Benda.
iDoug Tuthill, president of the
United States , Student Associa- - '
tibn. says Reagan's election will
make ; it -- easier for Tuthill to .
organize "grassroots- - student
involvement. - But t while some
activists long for a single issue to --
galvanize the movement," as the
Vietnam War did in the '60s. .
Tuthill doesn't favor a return to the
old ways of action. "We have to be
systematic 4n educating people;
and in organizing in a rational , '
fashion so that we will go on after
Reagan is gone." he says. : , - .
TuthiD also points out that -- T -
potential organizers must first V
convince students - "they have v
some control over their lives, that - r
you can do something about
government, that the bureaucracy -
is not so large that it's impossible."
he says. . ' "
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Foodorama "Steaks" Claim
by Timothy E. Spence
As students returned in January
to the familiar sounds of hallway
bells resounding in Kauke Hall,
and the tedious mess lines in the
Lowry Dining' Room, there was
something amiss.
No. the Lost War Bird was
safely home in its nest. But the
shelves of one the College's more
popular victualers were as bare as
Mother Hubbard's cupboards.
Last Tues., Feb. 17, the Canton-base- d
A and D Foodorama
opened its doors, replacing the
former Kroger tore which closed
late last year, leaving the College
residents without a neighborhood
grocer.
Located at the corner of Beall
and Bowman, the Foodorama
boasts a complete line of food,
beverages and personal items,
according to Manager Dave
Sherer. He said the grocery has
Raber Meets
by Dianna Troyer
Food service employees are
taking advantage of the peanut
shortage caused, by the summer
drought. They have started a
peanut butter black market,
stealing peanut butter from Lowry
Center, taking it home and selling
it at exorbitant prices to
townspeople who cannot find the"
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST. J
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
CALL
264-65- 05
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
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everything from "heat and eat
items to specialties, such as a deli
and bakery."
Though Sherer said the store
did not have a beer and wine
license big selling items among
students the first week-to- f its
operation, he said a license was to
have been awarded later this
week.
The Foodorama deli includes
varieties of cheeses, . cooked
meats, prepared sandwiches, and
assorted salads. A bakery
complements the deli, offering
freshly baked breads, sweetmeats,
donuts and pies.
In addition to deli items and
baked goods. Sherer said his store
carries some 9000 products.
Sherer said the Wooster
Foodorama is a part of a Canton
based grocery franchise, which
was founded by two brothers in
Increasing Food Prices
commodity on grocery store
shelves.
While the previous would be
only "a fantastic nightmare to
Howard Raber, food service
director, the skyrocketing price of
peanut butter is no fantasy.
According to food services
accountant, Mary Dean, in May
1980 peanut butter cost 73 cents
per pound; in February 1981,
prices nearly doubled, shooting to
$1.53 per pound. Students have
steadily consumed about . 90
pounds of the spread per week.
Will rising prices create a
shortage, a peanut butter crunch?
Peanut butter addicts who pile
the sticky brown spread over
apples, on ice cream, bananas,
celery or fingers can rest assured
that their habit won't be affected.
Whether you prefer crunchy or
smooth, you can continue
consuming without fear of
rationing.
Howard Raber will continue
ordering normal amounts of the
commodity despite the cost.
Raber notes that the cost of all
food, including milk and beef, have
risen during the last year due to
inflation. With a fixed budget, how
prr
m h
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1956. "These two gentlemen,
Andy and Dave, started a small
store 25 years ago, and it still
keeps the same name," Sherer
said.
The Company now operates
several Foodorama markets in the
Canton and Wooster area.
Sherer, who managed an IGA
grocery in Canton before his
assignment in Wooster, .has
studied business, food marketing
and computer at Akron
University.
Sherer said he currently
employs "approximately six or
seven College of Wooster
students. We would like to hire
more. Possibly next quarter more
people could be available, after
scheduling changes."
Foodorama hours, according to
the manager, are Mon., Tues. and
Wed... 10 6; Thurs. and Fri. 9-9- ;
and Sat. 9 6.
does Raber adjust his spending to
accommodate the constantly
rising food costs?
It's fun and challenging,
explained Raber, who must keep
the cost per meal per student as
low as possible. He accomplished
this by adding a third entree to the
line. For example, spare ribs and
fried chicken is an expensive meal
per student, and students may not
like the entrees. "So we add a
third, cheaper entree like
spaghetti," said Raber. "The cost
per student per meal decreases
since we, don't have to make as
much chicken or spare ribs.
Students are happy with the
variety and the budget for food
services (despite rising food costs)
doesn't increase drastically, even
with peanut butter prices."
VOICE MARKET BASKET SURVEY:
To assist students in their shopping chores, the Voice recently .
conducted a market basket survey of three Wooster area grocery
'stores.
Listed products are considered to be items most often purchased by
college students. - '
While exact comparisons were . attempted, there were invariably
impediments. Therefore, items listed may be close, rather than identical,
in weight or brand.
A and D FOODORAMA
Beall and Bowman
1 lb. Cheddar cheese . . 2.29
18 oz. Premium crackers -- 85
28 oz. Jif peanut butter r.'. 2.93- -
(limit 1 per customer)
7 oz. bag Lay's potato chips 69
200 Puffs tissues 80
6.4 oz. Crest toothpaste T. 1.14
3 oz. spray Right Guard 1-4- 9
28 Playtex Super tampons ........ y. 2.49
Miller beer (6 pack) 2.62
8 - 16 oz. bottles Coke 2.29
5 oz. Coast soap
$18.06
BUEHLER'S
Market Street, Downtown Wooster
1 lb. yellow cheese $ 2.58
16 oz. Premium crackers -- 89
18 oz. Jif peanut butter . . ; 1-9- 9
12 oz. Buehler's potato chips 89
200 Puffs tissues 80
6.4 oz. Crest toothpaste 145
3 oz. spray Right Guard - 1-6- 0
28 Playtex So per tampons 2.59
Miller beer (6 pack) r 2.62
8 - 16 oz. bottles Coke 1-9- 9
5 oz. Coast soap
$17.93
Muddy Footprint: One Clue in Break-i- n
by C. Clara Nelson
The case of the stolen peanut
butter and honey crocks. That's
the way the case stands as of now.
On the evening of Feb. 19,
Kittredge dining hall was entered
illegally, and one crock of peanut
butter and one of honey were
taken. According to Jim Foster of
campus security, the intruder
IGA
College Hills Shopping Center
1 lb. Colby cheese
16 oz. Premium crackers "1
12 oz. Jif peanut butter
1 lb. Snyder's potato chips (special)
200 Puffs tissues
6.4 oz. Crest toothrjaste
3 oz. spray Right Guard
28 Playtex Super tampons . . ,
Miller beer (6 pack)
8-1- 6 oz. bottles Coke
5 oz. Coast soap ;
entered tnrough a window on the
west side of the hall, nearest thex
door. Nothing else was discovered
missing.
Because Kittredge was"
unoccupied, at the time of the
break-in- , the act is termed a felony
and has been handed over to city
police. All felonies must be
handled by city police according to
Ohio law.
in part, on their student loan
obligations."
The current GSL default rate is
11 percent
David Stockman, director of the
Office of Management and Budget. .
has recommended that federal
interest subsidies on GSLs be
dropped. Until now. the govern-
ment has made up the difference
to banks between thejiine percent
interest they charge students and
the higher interest rates banks
could get from loaning the money
to non-student- s.
V
Reagan's GSL Cuts Could
PHILADELPHIA, PA (CPS) -P-
resident Reagan's proposal to cut
the Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL) program will lead more
students to default on their federal
loans, a University of Pennsylvania
researcher contends.
In a draft report onthe possible
effects of the cutback. Kurt Kendis
wrote the "cost-cuttin- g plans which
place the entire burden on the
borrower will leave a large portion
of two million young people very
little choice but to default, at least
Pike's Peak
Camera Shop
IN THE RAMADA INN
Overnight Film Finishing v
"New Service
'. $ 2.39
95
1.33
. 99
'.
.79
' 1 53
1.69
V 2.91
2.62
.--
w..
. 2.39
.55
$18.14
At the moment there are no
suspects. Fingerprints were taken
of the condiment container, but
because of the number of prints on
them, little was resolved. The
other possible clue is the muddy
footprint left on the carpeting.
When asked what motive could
possibly have been behind the-crim- e,
Foster responded,
"Hunger."
.
.
Backfire
Kendis' report, which is being
actively used by anti-cu-t lobbyists
in Washington. D.C.. notes that low
starting salaries that- - students get
immediately after graduation
generally make it even harder to
make loan payments, especially
the higher loan payments that
woukl result if the Reagan plan is
approved. .
"It is clear that the-'standa- rd'
budget for consumption of a
24-year-o-
ld leaves no room for the
loan repayment if interest ' has
compounded and accrued over
time." Kendis wrote. "That even
nominal loan repayments are
made in a timely manner is a
miracle."
THI(PARTY
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Sexual Harassment Cases Unpublicized
cont from p. 3
her in a hallway. Though three,
other women have accused Da-dria- n
of similar behavior toward
them, only one case was
considered.
Dadrian was suspended for a
month.
In the reported, proven cases of
campus sexual harassment, light
sentences seem to be the rule.
A year ago. Harvard issued, a
"formal letter of reprimand" to one
of its professors, whom a student
accused of trying to kiss her.
In December, .1979. University
of California-Berkele- y admini-
strators suspended sociology pro-
fessor Elbaki Hermassi for one
quarter without pay after several
women filed harassment charges
against him. Hermassi's suspen-
sion, which was imposed during a
quarter when he was on leave and
not getting full pay, cost the
professor an estimated $5000 in
pay.
San Jose State University, in the
most forceful recorded response to
faculty-studen- t sexual harassment,
fired associate philosophy pro-
fessor Phillip Jacklin in January,
1980 for "fondling, embracing and
making sexual proposition" to five
female students.
But a National Advisory Council
on Women's Education Programs
survey suggests" that, for every
instance of punishment there are
"hundreds" of harassment cases
never even reported.
For example, a Berkeley student
group. Women Organized Against
Sexual Harassment, ' says that
one-quart- er of the senior class
over 5000 students claims to
have been , harassed, sometime
while pursuing undergraduate
studies.
Sandler says students, often
fearinq their reports wont be
believed, do not know where to
complain, and therefore the
teacher is never charged.
Additionally, students suspect
that "a fair hearing is far from
likely." says Frank Till, formerly of
the National Advisory CounciL
"Given the natural distaste
between faculty, and everybody
else on campus, it's difficult to
believe that faculty would formally
find against other faculty."
Only in the last year or two have
colleges begun to set up grievance
procedures specifically for sexual
harassment cases.
Under legal interpretations Title
IX of the Higher Education
Amendments of 1972, schools
receiving federal funds must estab-
lish these procedures or lose funds.
But Dorothy Gray of the Education
Department's Office of Civjl Rights
says that setting up programs
hasn't proven easy for many
schools, simply-becau- se there are
not guidelines to base therri on.
"It's a new area under the law,"
she says, and enforcement and
investigation strategies are still
being developed. "It's not the type
of thing you come
.
up with
instantaneously especially when
there are no guidelines." she told
the Higher Education Daily.
But once a procedure is set up.
Sandler says it makes a big
difference in the number of
complaints filed. For example, she
recalls that soon after the president
of a Washington university for-
mally stated that "harassment
would not be tolerated" at the
school, the number of complaints
fell from four to one at oneschool
counselor's office.
She says that this is because
once the professors know what the
rules are. they'll behave according
to them.
History Depculrnent Searches for Prof
To Temporarily Replace Ken Goings
by John G. Warner
The History Department this
quarter has been considering
applicants for . a temporary
replacement for Ken Goings,
scheduled to be on leave next year
to work on outside research.
History chairperson. Dr. James
Turner, explained that the
selection process, which began
with applicants being considered
at the American Historical
Association conference during
December, has narrowed the
. process down to three candidates.
In choosing, the History
Department looked for a specialty
in Afro-America- n history, since
the replacement will be
responsible
v. for Dr. Goings'
course-load- .
.
The three candidates fo the
position are Vernon Williams, a
part-tim- e instructor at the
Chicago branch , of Elmhurst
Coitege; Jeffrey bammons,
graduate student at the University
of North Carolina; Robert Hall,
teaching and working on his
doctorate at Florida State.
According to Turner, the three
prospects will arrive this spring to
be evaluated through a - class
presentation, enabling the History
Department to use student
reaction in making their decision.
The final decision, however, is
made by the History Department
and the Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee under the' supervision
of the Vice-Preside- nt for
Academic Affairs, William Baird.
fied with what has been offered.
A new committee.1 the Per-
forming Arts committee, has been
initiated to be headed by Alison.
Amos. The committee will bring
messss rs3? pizza
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The. Pizza with the Big Secret! :
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Sausage.
Mushrooms. Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
I 'Unbaked pizza to go'
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
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Weekdays-5p.m.-la.- m. Phone No:
Fri. Sat.-5p.m.-2a.- m. 263-019- 0
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activities to the campus which i
would previously have been
covered by the Special Events and
Concerts committees. Trent Arter-berr- y.
Second City T.VV and
Footpath Dance Co. are past
events which would now be
planned by the Performing Arts
committee.
The new Student Activities
Board is now working to plan
activities for the spring. Lee and
Warren urge students to contact a
member of SAB with their ideas.
Positive and negative responses
are always welcome. These are the
new committee heads: :'. .
'
-
'
.
'
' '
.
";;':.v:
.--
Art
- Dan Schuke
Black Forum - Susan Lee
Concerts;- - Mark Ferguson
' Films - Adrienne Sauro
Outdoor Rec" - John Nujl
Performing Arts - Alison Amos
Short Courses- - Elizabeth Renner
Speakers and Topics - Tara
Fetherfing
Special Events and Interests -
Lisa Banyay
Travel - Beth Steimel
February 27, 1981. VOICE. Page 7
New SAB chairpersons are: (seated from left) Tara Fetherfing, Susan Lee, Adrienne Sauro,
(standing from left) Dan Schulte, Liz Rentier, Lee Reynolds, Alison Amos, Mark Ferguson, John
Null, Warren Meredith. Not pictured are Lisa Banyay and Beth Steimel. V i ,
btudents Ideas Welcomed
by Edith McGandy
' The Student Activities Board is
currently gearing up for spring
quarter when the new members of
the board will take office.
Returning from the last term are:
Lee Reynolds as SAB chairperson,
.Adrienne Sauro as head -- of the
Films committee, and Beth Steimel
as head of the Travel committee.
Reynolds and his new assistant
chairperson Warren D. Meredith,
are both anticipating a very
productive year with energetic new
committee heads who were
chosen this quarter by application
and interview.
According to Reynolds, " SAB
strives to be "a unifying force
serving everyone through pro-
gramming."
.
His assistant Warren Meredith
agrees, and hopes that in the future
SAB will improve by becoming
"more tn touch with campus
goals." Meredith is "proud of the
diversity (they) provide".
Both Reynolds and Meredith
mildly reprimand the student body
for claiming that Wooster doesn't
provide many, student-oriente- d
activities. They agree that it is the
students' obligation to attend the
programs, and to suggest new
programs to SAB committee
member'' --when they're not satis ¬
pizza" ' j
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Military Influence in Schools Growing
The Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors, the
nation's largest draft and military
counseling agency, warns that the
influence of the military in our
schools is growing at epidemic
proportions.
Larry Spears, Director of
CCCO's Pre-Enlistme- nt Counsel-
ing Program, says, "The last few
years have seen, a tremendous
growth of militarism in this country.
o
$1 .00
donation
from
every
pizza sold
Date(s) of donations:
Friday,
March 6, 1981
Fast, Free Delivery
423 E. Liberty St
Telephone: 264-980- 0
1981 Domino's Pwza. Inc
and much of it has been centered
in the high schools and colleges.
According to Spears, the military
now lures students through many
different programs, including:
--The Armed Services Voca
tional ADtHude Battery (ASVAB)
This is a military aptitude test
administered in . 15.000 high
schools by military personnel- - Thel
ASVAB test has been criticized ini
Congress as being of little help to
Domino's Pizza will
donate $1 .00 from every
pizza ordered on date(s)
specified on left to help
send our track team to
the 3rd annual Domino's
Pizza Sunshine Relays in
Tallahassee, Florida. This
NCAA sanctioned event
attracts outstanding
athletes from around
the country- - It will be
held on Saturday. March
21 & Sunday. March 22.
1981. Schools of the
selected top performers
in both Track & Field will
receive a $500 scholar-
ship sponsored by
Domino's Pizza Inc
You can order a hot. .
nutritious meal from
Domino's Pizza and help
support our team !
Free 30 minute delivery
service. Give us a call !
Drivers carry less than $10.
Limited delivery area
counselor and student exploring
civilian occupations. However, the
information obtained from the test
goes to many offices around the
country, and it is used by recruiters
' for years. Many schools never tell
their students " that this is an
optional test.
.
"
--The Reserve Officers Training
Corps (ROTC) and Junior ROTC.
The college ROTC and high school
JROTC programs now exist in
nearly 2.000 schools. The courses
are taught by military personnel
and are often of questionable
' academic value. They also en-
courage values which are at odds
with the goals of academic learn-
ing. And the programs cost the
American public millions of dollars
each year.
--T- he Delayed Entry Program.
The DEP encourages students to
sign the enlistment contract up to
one year before starting basic
training. Once student enlistees
sign the -- contract, they are bound
by it, and discharges under the
DEP are rarely granted. Each year,
hundreds of thousands of young
people who are" uncertain about
what to do sign up under the DEP.
Once students enlist in DEP they
are given bonuses for recruiting
other students, thus becoming a
Summer Counselors Needed at Case
The Case-Reserv- e Upward
Bound: Special Program for Pre-professio- nal
Students in the Health
Sciences is in need of students to
serve as counselors for the 1981
Summer Residential Component
and tutors for the 198182
Academic Year Component.
Sophomores, juniors. Seniors, pro-
fessional .and graduate school
students are encouraged to apply
for both positions. Students able to
obtain work study contracts during
the summer and the academic year
are encouraged to apply also.
Tutor-counselo- rs reside in the
dormitories with students for six
weeks in the summer providing
supervision, advising, and tutorial
assistance. Tutors provide --academic
advising and tutorial assist
A well rounded meal
Our pizza is a nutritional well-round- ed
meal made wfth
items from each of the 4
basic food groups: bread, dairy,
vegetables and meats.
Call us for a well-round- ed
meal delivered in 30 minutes
or less at no additional cost
Free Pepsi !
Order any 12" pizza and get
up to 2 free cups of Pepsi ! if .
you order a 16". pizza, you can
get up to 4 free cups of Pepsi !
No coupon necessary! --
Each cup is a $.25 value
. :
Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited ostomy area
1961 Domino Puzm. Inc
at Epidemic
sort of undercover recruiting force.
However, if a student changes his
or her mind a few months later
because of a job offer, school or
vocational training possibilities, or
marriage plans, it is usually too late
to get out of the military unless
counseling ' is sought through
groups such as CCCO.
"One of the biggest problems,"
says Spears, "results from coun-
selors and school administrators
who become active helpers of
military recruiters. The military
often seems to be an easy way for
a counselor to offer direction Jp a
student But the counselor or
teacher is often unaware of the
potential problems and disappoint
ments facing many enlistees.' '
"Military recruiters are sales-
men," comments Spears. . "They
have a quota to meet, superiors to
please, and they certainly will not
take the time to explain the
possible problems to a potential
recruit. Students who are con-
sidering joining the armed forces
should have the benefit of seeing
both sides of the story before
-
7
-enlisting.
"Counselors and teachers who
are in a position to give advice on
enlistment should be aware of the
loopholes in the -- enlistment
ance during the academic year.
Applicants for both positions
must be able to provide tutorial
assistance in any of the following
subject areas: (High School level
courses)
. Mathematics (Akjebra . I, II:
AlgebraTrigonojnetry; Geometry;
Advanced Math! Calculus) -
Natural Sciences (Biology,
Chemistry, Physics. Advanced
Placement Biology. Biochemistry,
Advanced Chemistry)
English (High school level with
emphasis on writing skills and
grammar) -
Foreign Language (French,
Spanish, German, Latin begin-
ning, intermediate, and advanced).
Inquiries for tutor-counsel- or
positions should be directed no
rii
ii
e..
O :
Proportions
contract which put the enlistee at a
distinct disadvantage, and in fact
offer very few guarantees." says
Spears. "They should be aware of
the problems many enlistees face. '
For example, verbal promises are
often made by recruiters. If the
military should not come through
with what the recruiter promised,
the enlistee has no Jegal recourse."
- "Another problem encountered
by enlistees is the fact that many
important sounding job titles (such
as combat engineer) turn out to be
dull, meaningless jobs . with no
application to civilian positions.
Many military jobs have no civilian
counterpart and thus the training
is often useless after you get out of
the military."
Additional information on
ASVAB, JROTC, ROTC, DEP,
military recruitment, and other"
aspects of militarism in education
may be obtained by writing to: The
Pre-Enlistme- nt Counseling Pro-
gram, CCCO. 2208 South St.,
PhUa.. PA 19146.
CCCO was founded jn 1948 as
the Central Committee for Con-
scientious Objectors, and is a
national, non-prof- it agency
counseling young Americans
facing the prospect of military
service, or those already in the.
military.
later than April 15. 1981, to Mrs.
Georgia Mitchell.-Departme- nt
Assistant, Upward Bound Program
Room 425 Pardee Hall, CWRU.
368-375- 0 or 3758. Inquiries for
tutor positions should be directed
no later than May 1. 1981, to the
same person, address, and
telephone number above.
SueMills: SGA
Rep jof the Week
This week's SGA 'rep of the
week is. Sue Mills, a Sophomore
International Relations major from
BernardsviHe. New. Jersey. Sue. a
rep frqm Wagner, has played an
active role in SGA this ear. She
has served on .the Social Affairs
Comfnittx. and- - has Darticipated
' contort p. 9 .
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SU Offers Trip to Oxford
Sefinsgrove (Pa.) - Susque-
hanna University will conduct its
-- ninth biennial summer study
program at Oxford University in
England during the summer of
1981. Applications are now being
accepted.
"Susquehanna at Oxford" is a
program ofstudy in British history,
culture, and society with relevant
travel andjexcursions in England.
Admission is open to under-
graduates from Susquehanna and
other, colleges, secondary or
elementary school teachers, and
.
recent college graduates or other
adults seeking enrichment.
The group is scheduled toarrive
in London on June 26 for 10 days
of excursions and tours related to
the academic program, theatres,
concerts, sightseeing and leisure
time. - ;
Students wO then spend five
weeks in residence m the historic
Durham Quadrangle at University
College, the oldest of Oxford's
colleges, founded in 1249.
Participants enroll in two
courses, including either British
History, Politics and Society: 1870
to the Present or British
Literature: 1870 to the Present.
These two courses are part of
Oxford University's regular
summer school program, with
morning ' lectures by various
British scholars and public figures.
The lectures are supplemented by
afternoon discussion groups.
The students select an
additional course from a group of I
COPIES COPIES
INDEPENDENT STUDIES
Resumes
Theses
Reports
Tickets
; Programs
503 E. LIBERTY ST.
' WOOSTER. OHIO
c3
WOOSTE
264-222- 3
electives in the fields of education,
theatre, business administratimL
history, and literature.- - Offering of
elective course is conditional upon
--sufficient enroflment.
Uxtord has a unique
atmosphere m which a quiet,
; charminq medieval universin
exists side-b- y side with a bustling
modern city of 100,000. In
existence since at least 912. when
it is mentioned in The Anglo-Saxo-n
Chronicle,'' it is called "the
City of a Thousand Spires" be
cause of the many towers, domes,
steeples, and delicate ornamental
pinnacles of the 36 colleges which
make un the universitv.
During the five weeks in Oxford,
participants also have the
opportunity to take excursions to
other parts of Great Britain,
including both inderendent
outings and guided tours related to
the academic program.
Following the Oxford session.
busquehama also offers an
optional three-wee- k tour of the
European continent, with travel by
rented
.
minibus. The itinerary
includes Munich, Weissenburg,
Salzburg, Innsbruck, Lucerne,
biterlaken, Berne, Heidelberg;
Lokxjne. and Pans.
Further information is available
from the - director of the
Susquehanna at Oxford Prooram.
Dr. Robert Bradford, professor of
political science at S.U.,
Sefinsgrove, PA 17870. Applica
tion deadline is April 1.
Controls Tshten for Foregn Students
cont from p. 3
didn't have any answers."
Now we can monitor foreign
students better." she explains. "We '
found that tai admitting them for a
'duration of status' it was easier to
lose track of them."
The new stamps reflect "what
the school says is the amount of
time needed to complete the
courses of study." They would
force stricter adherence to the
minimum time required to com-
plete two or four-yea- r degree
programs, and make sure students
keep" to the school-designate- d
timetable.
- Students "weren't going to be
rounded up" to get new stamps on
their visas. Graham says. Currently-enro-
lled students will get new
stamps "whenever they come in
contact with the INS."
Foreign students regularly come
in contact with the INS "Anytime
there's a change in status, they
report to the INS." says Georgia
Stewart of the National Association
for Foreign Student Affairs. "This
could mean anything from Joining
the . varsity basketball team to
changing majors," .
Steward did not expect the new
retaliations would cause much
confusion.
Sue M2s: SGA
Rep; of the Week
- cont tramp. 8
regularly in General Assembly
meetMKis. Riant now. sue is a
member of an SGA task force
looking into race relations at other
Ohio schools. In addition to her
involvement in SGA. Sue is a
.member of Wagner programming
board, and is head, majorette for
the Scots! She is also working on
costumes for the upcoming Van
Gogh play.
Sue decided to be a rep because
she wanted to become more
involved and befieved that SGA
would be interesting. Sue says mat
she has not been disappointed in
this respect She feels that it has
been interesting, and. that through
her involvement she has gotten to
know new people and learned
more about what is going on
around campus. Sue . feels mat
being a rep has been a positive j
experience.
L
u
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Psychologist Martin Dysart (David Underwood) counsels patient Alan Strang (Glenn Becker) m a
scene from the play EfJUUS, performing tonight and tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in Shoolroy Theater.
Photo by John Crozier. ,
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TONIGHT 9 p.r.i. - a A.rj.
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Super Scotties Finish 2nd--State- s; Send 8 to Nationals
Scots Looking for Second, too-Deni- son Big RIVAL
by David Bryan
The swimming Scotties of. the
College of Wooster finished
second in the recent State Cham-
pionships held at Oberlin College
on February 19 through the 21st.
Kenyon. again, claimed the state
championship, finishing with 745
points to Wooster's 685. Host
Oberlin was third with 305.
But. it was a very good meet for
the Scotties. as they now have
eight individuals heading for Na-
tional competition on March- - 12
through the 14th. They also had a
hand in setting eight state records,
two relays and six individual
records. Cathy Bosworth was a
one-woma- n wrecking squad for
the Scotties. as she garnered three
individual firsts, one third, and set
or helped set five of the state
records.
The 400 free relay team claimed
victory and a state record with a
time of 3.49. Sherri Sterling. Ella
Romig. Marrie Neumer, and Julie
Schubert were the record setting
participants. The 800 free relay
team also won the state title, as
Sterling. Bosworth. Deb Allenby.
and Anne Howes swam to an 8.22
finish.
Bosworth claimed wins in the
100 and 400 individual medleys,
the 100 free, and set a state record
in the preliminary meet for the 200
individual medley. Her times were
1.04.8. 4.54.6. 56.4, respectively.
She was also named the Outstand-
ing swimmer of-- the meet.
Sterling won the 500 free in
grand style, finishing with a time of
5.19 for her state record. Allenby,
to go along with her spot on the
relay team, won the 200 fly with a
time of 2.20.8. Julie Schubert
claimed victory in the 50 fly with a
time of 29.0. which was the only
Scottie mark that was not a state
record.
All of the above swimmers, with
the exception of Howes, plus M. J.
McMillan and Amy McClumpha,
are heading to Nationals in one
event or another. McMillan and
McClumpha are going in the 200
breast and in the one and three
meter diving, respectively.
Coach Bryan Bateman talked of
the Scotties goals as reachable.
--M- en's Track "Relay" Falls Short--
by Katharine L. Blood
The last event of the evening
determined the outcome of the
men's track meet at Kenyon.
Friday. February 20.' The meet
came down to the mile relay which
the Scots lost causing them to
come up on the short end of the
meet losing by a mere half point.
Oberlin led the scorers with 68
points. Wooster had second with
67 12 and Kenyon finished with
27.
The men did. however, turn in a
number of outstanding per-
formances. John Metz won the
mile with the time of 4:31.26 and
came back to win his second event
the 440. in 54.95. Craig Eisen-felde- r
added depth in the 440 with
a fourth.
Kevin Quinn and John Johns
worked together in both the 1.000
and the 880. Quinn won the 880
and placed second in the 1,000.
while Johns earned a second for
They wanted to be in the top ten
Wooster in the 880 and fourth in
the 1.000. "These guys ran good
races." said Bean. "The 880 was
particularly important for us be-
cause at that point Oberlin had
caught us and we were no longer
.
.i i ii. iiin tne leaa. n was an excKuem
race." he continued.
The Scots added needed points
in the field events. The men were
led by Earl Wise who won the high
jump and placed third in both the
long jump and triple jump. Wise
also won the 55-yar- d hurdles.
Tim Jackson also had a fine
performance. He leaped 40' 5V2"
in the triple jump which placed him
second. "Tim Jackson's triple jump
was one of the most pleasing
things about this meet. He had
never jumped before three weeks
ago and now he has cracked 40
feet. A heck of a good job."
complimented Bean. -
Craig Eisenfelder. too. added
points in the field events. He
gained a second in the high jump
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Open 5-- 8 Tues. - Sat.
On the Corner of Wayne and" Gauche St.
"All Major Cnulii Cards Api'inviul."
this year, and it looks real tough,
but I think they can do it. We are
going to run hard workouts for the
next eight days and then taper off
for the meet. After getting no
points last year at Nationals,
anything will be a big boost to the
program."
The Fighting Scots swim team
battled arch rival Denison down to
the wire last Saturday, and won by
the skin of their now well-shave- n
heads. The Scots won the closing
relay to set up one of the most
interesting battles for second place
you have ever seen. With Kenyon
way out ahead of the bunch, the
Scots and Big Red always do battle
for second. -
Coach Bateman said. "Strater
and Rancich are looking really
good in the distances and flys and
1M. respectively. And you can't
forget about ,our relays, either.
They have been hitting good times
consistently in the past few meets.".
. With Kenyon way out- - in front,
look --for the Scots to do a battle
with Denison for second and the
rest of the teams to stagger in
behind.
and a fourth in the tnpie jump.
Brian Wadman also jumped well.
The men only entered one com
petitor in the pole vault instead of
the usual three, yet Wadman won
the event with his best vault of the
year.
The Sprinters also helped the
team total by winniftg the 880
relay. The team consisted of Tim
Jackson. Steve Ehrlich. Rob Kehl
and Dave Jones. Jackson. Kehl
and Jones continued to sprint well
placing first, second, and fourth in
the 55-yar- d dash.
Other competitors who did well
were Greg Viventi who finished
fourth in the 330. running it for the
first time, and Greg Tonian who
placed third in the two-mil- e.
"Especially for the lack of
numbers. I think it's great we came
through as well as we did. If any of
the places were switched around
would have made a difference, the
meet was that close. I think we did
a darn good job and I was really
pleased." said Coach Bean.
The men fravel to Denison
Friday. February 27 to face
Denison and Otterbein.
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The Wooster rugby team hosted Kenyon in a "sneak preview" at
the upcoming spring season. The Scots downed the Lords, seven
tries to one. Photo by Rodger Pelagalli.
Scotties Finish 9--8, Tourney Time
by David Bryan
The Fighting Scotties basketball
team claimed two victories last
week with wins over Oberlin,
72 36. and Bluffton. 64-5- 2. The
Scotties played excellent team ball
in both wins and were very sound
defensively. These are key factors
as the Scotties are into post-seaso- n
comretition now and could pos
sibly make to a tournament that is
for the too ten teams in the state
Versus Oberlin, the Wooster
women displayed balanced scoring
at its best, as all ten players who
entered the qame scored at least
one point. Pam Chapman was
high scorer with 14 points. Kris
Leslie and Lisa Mullett were also
double figure scorers as they
shared 26 Doints evenly. The
Scotties shot 42 from the floor
while their new pressing defense
harried Oberlin into 35 shooting.
Wooster dominated the battle of
the boards, qrabbinq 37 caroms to
only 25 for the home team. Kris
Leslie was hiqh rebounder with 10
The Scotties also had a wide
marnin in tpal; 21 to 5. and were
led by Jill Basinger with sixJS
Passing with accuracy never oetore
seen of a Wooster team, until this
uear and the emerqence of Jill
Basinqer. the Scotties rang up 21
assists as Basinqer led the squad
with five. The entire Oberlin squad
onlv had five!
Turnovers, which have proved
to be a big nemisis of the Scotties in
the Dast. were almost nonexistent
The College of Wooster women's
basketball --team only committed
-- four turnovers, that's right, four.
count 'em. in the game. Four
turnovers at any level of play is
great and is a coach s dream.
Against the Bluffton Beavers
the Scotties were scoreless for
almost three minutes before Jean
Campbell dropped in a hoop off a
Lisa Mullett assist. After that, the
Scotties press began to take its toll
and they picked up turnover after
turnover and began to convert
them into baskets. Mullett was
fouled and hit one freebie. then the
Scotties broke loose. Campbell put
in a fast break lay up. Darlene
Kemp popped in an offensive
'J 3Mi!-- '
1
1
rebound, and so did Mullett for a
10--4 lead. Mullett then popped a
fifteen footer and Kris Leslie
assisted Mullett on a cut through
the middle fortwo as the lead
fattened to eight, 14-6- .
Shortly after two Campbell
baskets, the Beavers called time-
out with the score 18-1- 4. After the
time-ou- t. the Scotties surged ahead
. . .
.i t i i ion tne strengrn oi inree oasKeis oy
Leslie and Pam Chapman, four of
which were assisted by teammates.
Basinger also contributed two
hoops and a pair of foul shots to
the spree. The'Bluffton squad was
a team of "Befuddled" Beavers, as
they didn't score over the last
seven minutes of the first half.
The second half opened up the
way the first half ended, with the
Scotties dominating the action. For
the first five minutes of the half, the
Scotties outscored Bluffton 11-- 4
and were looking to wrap up the
game early. But three quick hoops,
inside, brought Coach Nichols to
her feet for a time out. Kemp got
things started after the time-ou- t
alright, hitting a baseline jumper to
;ive the Wooster team a 25 point
lead. - '
The rest of the game turned into
a very sloppy, physical, foul laden
contest, as both teams, began to
parade to the free throw line in the
bonus situation. Lisa Mullett scored
the games last points on two foul
shots with no time showing on the
clock.
Balanced scoring again played a
big factor in the simply positive win
for the Scotties. Campbell.
Basinger and Mullett each scored
ten points and Pam Chapman
pumped in nine. Darlene Kemp led
the team in rebounding with nine.
while the team outrebounded
Bluffton 36-33- . The Scotties shot
38 from the floor and 63 from
the line as compared to 27 and
57 for the Beavers.
Since the middle of the season,
the Scotties have been using a
pressing defense, much to their
advantage. "The press has made a
big difference in several games,"'
Coach Nan Nichols said. "Our
opponents aren't really ready for it,
and then Pow. . . we put it on. and
cont on p. 10
Lavallee Shakes Injury,
Wins OAC Championship
" fau Hank
.vvitu
Rob Lavallee snarorl tvu-l- c frnrrJ
iniurv to become the first FVihtbiJ
Scot OAC wrestling champion in
seven years at the Ohiol
Conference Tournament last!
weekend at Muskingum.
Lavallee. who harl hoon
sidelined with a recurrent shoulder
injury for the past two weeks,
captured the 167-ooun- d weiaht
class by sweeping three matches.
inus oecoming tne first Wooster
cnampion since Wes Dumas
turned the trick in 1974 in the 150--
pound class. ' "r
Lavallee entered llw 'lniinu,
ment as the third seed, but quickly
moved up . the ranks. The
sophomore from Syracuse. N.Y.
disposed of Heidelbera's Grea
Distil in the first round with a
decisive pin. That put him into the
semi-final- s against his toughest
challenger, the acclaimed Dan
the battle with a hard-wo- n 5-- 3
victory. In the final match against
Ohjo Northern's Mike Hatfield,
Lavallee scored a relatively easy 7--2
win, and walked off the mat an
OAC champion.
Coachv Bqb-Yombor- o was
understandably proud of his.
champion. "Rob did a tremendousjob coming" off that injury. He
wrestled like he has all year
steady, consistent, and smart."
Lavallee has received a bid to
compete in
. the Division III
National Tournament af John
Carroll University" in Cleveland
this weekend.
' The Scots may very well have
had two Ohio Conference
champions to brag about. John
Srock, Wooster's captain arid 177- -
I" . :.. - . .
Scotties Torrid; Record Books Burn
by Katharine Li Blood
The " College of Woostei
women's ' track team smashed
three field house records as well as
three school records while winning
the meet against Oberlin and
Kenyon. Friday, February 20 at
Kenyon. The Scotties -- earned 56
points outscoring Kenyon who had
38 and Oberlin with 14.
house record Jn . the two-mil- e
winning thejrace with a time of
minute off the nreuious record. In
' the same race Karin Hauschild also
ran a strategic . race finishing
'-- second., ". -
Rthin Matirh XoanoA 1 in tho
long jump" to ..secure another
fieldhouse record. .Kemp added
depth in this event with a close
second. Mayo and Kemp, joined!
by Pam Willis and Laura McFad
den won the 4 lap relay establish
ing yet another fieldhouse record.
' Charlene Kemp continues hen
winning ways by finishing first in
both the 55-yar- d dash and the
55-yar- d hurdles. Her times of 6.84
and 8.05 both bettered her pre
vious records. Sally Roach and
Robin Mayo placed second in the
55-yar- d hurdles and 55-yar- d, das hi
respectively.- - . - '
Rachel Swanger. too. got into
the spirit and broke "the1.000
record placing third in her. event.
BEALL AVE. -- ,
v ECON-O-WAS-Hjjust North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry'.
: Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15 -
pound entrant, lost his bid for a
title after a controversial referee's
decision in the semi-final- s.
'.Srock was' wrestling Mike-Linto- n
of Capital. The two were
deadlocked at 6-- 6 after regulation
(time. An overtime period was
scheduled but it was inconclusive.
" But the ref had given Srock a stall
; warning during the overtime and
that gave Linton the match. Srock,
however, went on to win two more
matches to finish third in the
weight class. : . . '
The Scots as a team, however,
didn't meet with the same success
in the tournament as Srock and
Lavallee : did. 'Wooster finished
eighth of nine teams, but Yomboro
was not totally disappointed. "We
quadrupled our point standing of
. last 1 year and finished a place
higher. We're in a rebuilding stage,
and this is another sign of
improvement." ,
-
. Final standings in the OACf
tournament look like this:
Ohio Northern 78 points
Capital
. .
.70 points
Muskingum , ; 63'i point's
Mount Union ...... 49! points
Baldwin-Wallac- e
... 264 points
Heidelberg 22!4 points
Wooster .......... 21 points
Ohio Wesleyan .... 13'$ points
Individual Champions:
WT. NAME ; SCHOOL
118 Jim Shepherd Ohio Northern
126 Dave Blac-k-- Wittenberg
134 Mike Snyder Capital
142 Brad Brman Ohio Northern
150 Kirk Benson Muskingum
.
158 Doug Jewitt Muskingum
167 Rob Lavallee Wooster
177 ' Kelly Mover Ohio Northern
190 Al Logan Muskingum --
MountHvy. Mark Kingston Union
Swanger also ran a leg on the'
two-mil- e relay made up of Marge
Molder, Sue Roberts and Katie
Blood which secured a second.
Pam Willis and Charlene Kemp
placed one-tw- o in the 300 and
teammate Heather Murphy came
in third in the 600. Sally Barton
placed second in the shot put
giving The Scotties badly needed
points in the field events;
"Even though Kenyon had a
shortage of events, (they failed to
include the 220. 44a 880. mile
and mile-relay- ) this was a good
meet for us. This was good
preparation of the OWU invita-
tional and also gave us a chance to
experiment." commented Coach
Craig Penney. "It's hard to make
any predictions for next week's
meet, but I look for the competition
to be fierce. We are ready to go. It's
Curtain Falls on '81
by Eddie Zombie
The basketball season came to a
halt Monday night for the Wooster
Fighting Scots as they : were
defeated 69-5- 9 in Ohio Athletic
Conference Tournament play by
the Heidelberg Student Princes.
The Scots' season has,been one
long disappointment as injuries
and bad performances have taken
their tott. Wooster ended with a
record of 10-1- 4 for the second I
consecutive year. The Scots, after
building a 9-- 4 record, dropped ten
of - their last eleven balkjames.
Coach A! Van Wie has always
stressed to his teams that a
baflclub either gets" better or
worse-- it can never stay the same.
Well, one doesn't have to be a
M.I.T. graduate to conclude that
the Scots got horrible.
The Scots, who- - have been
plagued by poor defense, gave a
super effort versus the Student
Princes who were 17-- 8 on the year.
With Jesse Smith leading the way
woth ' 9 first-hal- f points on an
assortment of backyard moves the
Scots only trailed 28-2-5.
Heidelberg, who had beaten the
Scots earlier in the year 74-6- 4, was
finding a much tougher Wooster
team the second time around. The
Princes had a tough time in the
firsts they connected on 37 of
their shots. The Scots were also
.,:..,J3
:..
......
Gib Tecca shoots for two against
led the Scots in scoring this year,
game. Photo by John Crozier.
going fo be a good meet.
The Scotties travel to Ohio
Wesleyan . Saturday. ' February 28
to participate ' in a. 14 team
invitational. ; .
- Do you miss your hometown paper? Have you
lost touch with the outside world? Do you miss
your favorite comics? If you da, get the Sunday
New York Jlmes and local papers from Cleve--.
land. Canton, Akron--, Columbus, Youngstown,
and Pittsburgh at the City News Company on
Public Square, Wooster. A .10-min- ute walk from
campus - even quicker on --a cold, winter day.
. ...
Open 7 Days 6:30 A.M. 10 P.M.
' Master Charge and Visa
135 sfMarket '
'
"
- 262-51- 51
controlling the boards with a 1917
edge. '
However, as so often this year,
the Princes warmed up in the final
.twenty minutes behind the play of
Mike Freshour. Freshour ws the
game's leading scorer with . 22
points, including 14" 16 foul shots.
An amazing foul shot statistic
may have ' been ' the key to
Wooster's loss. The Scots, on the
night, shot 1 foul shot compared to
the 22 for Heidelberg. Heidelberg
capitalized by hitting 17 for 81.
Trie referees were thought to be
Reggie Jackson and Jim Rice-conside- ring
that they "homered"
all night.
In the second half the Scots,
mainly led by Smith and Gib
Tecca, took the lead with 9:48
remaining, 45-4- 4. Heidelberg
regained the lead and stretched
their victory margin to ten points
as Wooster was forced to foul.
For the Scots Smith was high
scorer with 19. bmith s
performance caused many to
wonder why he had sat the bench
so long during the Scots downfall.
Tecca and Lee Svete each
contributed 12 points and Chris
Thomas --had 10 rebounds.
Season wise, the .Scots
averaged 66.3 points while
allowing 65.8. Wooster shot 46
Mount Union last week. Tecca
averaging nearly 19 points per
February 27, 1981, VOICE. Page 11
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from the field and 67 from the
foul line during their 24 baDgames.
The - Scots also outrebounded '
their opponents 885-84- 3.
.I C "J. It. .1 C I J
by Gib ' Tecca. Tecca averaged
18.6ppg and canned 53 of his
shots. Tecca, who in this writers
opinion deserves first team AI1-OA- C,
also collared 159 rebounds
in 23 games. Tecca was the Scots
high scorer in 15 of their contests
this year with a high of 26 versus
Mansfield State. Tecca, a junior .(mm Alcmn 'HisnLujerl hie ahitttu '
despite the constant double
teaming he received under the
basket throughout the year.
Chris Thomas and Lee Svete
were the other Scots in double
figures for the year as they scored
12.2 and 11.5 per game
respectively. Thomas was also the
Scots' leading rebounder with 180.
For now the Scots can only look
forward to next year. Only one .
player, the fans favorite - Bob
Darkey, is lost to graduation. With
the present team consisting
mostly of freshmen and
sophomores.rthe Scots are
anticipating fall practice.
Scotties Finish 9-- 8, :
Tburnev Time
cont from p. 10 ' ' t
boy. that ball flies' around a lot." ; :
The ' Scotties were host to a
Satellite tournament game this past
TV --.1 I . . .uiey kui Mr nosiea raouni union
.&J l.I
.L:Ii - iuaiuiiLjuiii, wuawwr icsm
won': the .opening round game
--Tuesday night"
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There's never been draft registration
without a draft. There's knever
been a draft without a war;
So the only way to escape
the draft is by stopping the
war before it starts.
How can you help? By
educating and organizing
about U.S. foreign
policy issues.
We'll supply the
informational resources
if you'll supply the
energy. Together
we can win.
JOIN US TODAY.
YES! Sign me
up ior me toauuon s
MAitfAvU CM1 mAaiiu iuwOuciwuiKregular Action Guides on
U the issues and resources for
Q local organizing work. Here's
$10 for one year of Coalition
materials.
Tell me more about the
Coalition and how I can get
involved. Here's a dollar for
my information packet.
Name
Address U ' ''jTjl f i I
1 city y tWfik v-- X
- a M
i 2 . Q 1 1 v Lky
Phone ( ) ;
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